Spectrum sensing is studied for multi-user cognitive radio networks in this paper. An improved spectrum sensing method----energy-cooperative detection method is developed, which combines the double threshold energy detecting method with the "OR" fusion decision rule. The simulation is done for both AWGN channel and Rayleigh channel, and the advantages of the improved method are verified.
Introduction
Spectrum sensing is an important technology of cognitive radio networks. There are many methods about spectrum detection [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The current main detection methods can be divided into single-node detection and cooperative detection. The single-node detection contains matched filter detection, energy detection and cyclostationary detection. These detection methods have their individual different advantages and disadvantages. The matched filter detection is fast, but the priori information is needed. The energy detection is simple and does not require the priori information, but it is easy to be affected by noise and needs a long time. The cyclostationary detection can distinguish noise from signal, but the computation complexity is high and the structure is complex.
The cooperative detection means that many users detect cooperatively in order to improve the detection performance. It involves two key technologies which are node selection and fusion decision rule. In cooperative detection every cognitive user worked in local is an individual. The overall detection performance is affected by the number, location and behavior of these cognitive users. About the node selection, all nodes are involved or some nodes with high reliability to be participated. In traditional cooperative detection algorithms all users are assumed to be involved, but literature [6] showed that all users are involved in the detection does not always reach the performance optimization, and the channel overheads are increased. Instead, the optimal detection performance can be achieved by selecting some local users with higher SNR to participate the cooperative detection. There are many decision rules [7] . The selection of the decision rule has a significant impact on detection performance, which is the focus of our work.
According to the characteristics of the multi-user cognitive radio networks, by analyzing the dual threshold energy detection method and the cooperative detection method, a spectrum detection method used for the multiuser cognitive radio networks is developed in this paper, which combines the above two detection methods and is called cooperative-energy detection method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II the energy-cooperative detection method is developed. In section III the simulation results and analysis are shown. The conclusions are given in Section IV.
Energy-cooperative Detection Method

The Cooperative Detection Model
As mentioned above, the two key technologies of cooperative detection are nodes selection and fusion decision rule. In this paper we only study the fusion decision rule which has more impact on the detection performance, which is all users participate operative detection.
In terms of the data form transmitted to the decision center from each cognitive user, the fusion decision rule can be divided into two types, one is the soft-decision and another is the hard-decision. In soft-decision, what the cognitive user transmits is the local detection analog signal. While in the hard-decision, the cognitive user makes decision in local, and transmits the information which shows whether the primary user is being or not to the decision center. The hard decision is easy to be implemented, and the occupied bandwidth for transmission is small. However, under the conditions of ensuring all the cooperative user strict synchronization, the detection performance of soft-decision is superior to that of hard decision, and the performance improvement is more obvious with the increase of the cooperative user's number [7] . The soft decision can provide more full, detailed, and effective information for the final decision, so in this paper the soft decision is used.
There are some classic fusion decision rules, such as "AND" rule, "OR" rule, "K" rank rule, selective combination(SC) rule, preferred sets combination rule, equal gain combination(EGC) rule, the maximum ratio combination rule, and so on [7] . In the above fusion decision rules, "OR" rules is simpler and more mature, so "OR" rule is used in this paper.
"OR" rule means that the decision center combines every node's local decision with logical "OR", that is, only one node determines that the authorized user is being, the decision center will claim that the authorized user is being.
Supposing the i th cognitive user's false alarm probability and detection probability are fi and di respectively, the false alarm probability f Q and detection probability of the system by "OR" rule are as follows.
The missing detection probability is
The Dual-threshold Energy Detection Model
The energy detection contains single-threshold energy detection and dual-threshold energy detection. The threshold  of single threshold energy detection is not easy to be determined, and the accurate judgment cannot be made easily when the detected energy value is located round  , so the dual-threshold energy detection method is adopted in this paper.   E and the cognitive user sends the detected energy i to the base station, the simulation curve is almost same with the theoretical curve in AWGN channel. Therefore, the algorithm is improved based on the above rule.
The Energy-cooperative Detection Model
The improved decision rule based on the traditional dou- E E  H . In this way, the detection probability will be raised distinctly when there are a large number of users.
1) AWGN channel In AWGN channel, let it mean the decision value come from user i and received by the base station. [8] Then ,
Suppose that there are N cognitive users, K of them send the local decision value to the base station, and the other N-K cognitive users send the detected energy to the base station. The fusion decision center will make a decision according to the N-K values. The decision rule is as follows. 
where,  is equivalent to the threshold of single threshold energy detection here, which is the average value of the L  and H  .
follows the distribu-
where, 0  is the period of the signal, and B is the bandwidth of the signal. [9] The fusion decision center will make a final decision according to the following formula [10] . 1 
1, 1 0,
Let 0,i  and 1,i  represent the probability that the detected energy value is between L  and H  for 0 H and 1 H respectively. Then the probability of detection, missing detection, and false alarm are as follows [11] .
where is the normalized Marcumq function in u-order. and are the complete and incomplete Gramma functions.
2) Rayleigh channel In Rayleigh channel, the detection probability of double threshold for user i is similar to that of single threshold, just only using H  to substitute  .
Simulation Analysis
The energy-cooperative detection method is verified by simulation using Monte Carlo method. Supposing that all the parameters of the system are as follows: u=5, N=5, distinct improvement in performance. Only is low enough, the improved method is better. With f Q increasing, the number of the energy value which is located between the two thresholds will be decreased rapidly. So the improved method is not effective in these conditions. That is why there is almost no performance improvement when is high. 
Conclusions
Spectrum sensing is studied for multi-user cognitive radio networks in this paper. An improved method-Energy-cooperative detection method is developed, which combines the double threshold energy detecting method with the "OR" fusion decision rule. The advantages of the improved method are validated by simulation, especially in AWGN channel.
